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Predictive equations have been developed that describe 
apparsnt color change when illumination is changed from daylight 
to tungsteno. The methodology of the present study reflects 
standard industrial laboratory practice·to the fullest extent 
• . • I \ 
possible 0 employing professional colormatchers as observers, 
using dyed carpet materials as stimuli, and employing the . . 
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---- r·-· ... ~ -- -·--- ---, 
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·:·_:_, - Newhall, 1952, 1957) indiCate that their use of differential .. · ....... : 
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adaptation of left and right eyes may.be the m~Jor reason for 
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INTRODUCTION 
I~ recent ·years, several attempts have been made to specify 
.J the change in color appearance t~at occurs when illumination . 
} is changed (Helson 0 Judd and Warian 0 195211 Burnham, Newhall and 
.. , 
. 
Evans 0 1952 0 1957) o The~e experimanta·1 attempts have geinarally 
1presented a set of .equations that transfo~m the X0 V0 and Z I 
tristimulus values of a cdlor under one illuminant to X0 0 V', 
. . 
. . . ' ~ · and zo tristimulus val~es under a ·s~cond illuminant •. Although· . . 
-such ~ransformations -~e used·as- a· summary of the experimental. 












' .. • 
~. ··~-.-··_. ~-cations are known for the color under ·the ·first· illuminant. 




. He would be able: -to determine how tQ formulate a, color __ , that 
. . ,• -
. . . -- . , 
... ' ...... .r . 
• . • ' . • • • f . 
.. 
, ' ~ . • . • ~·.'" •. ! • .: 
. ·-.,,.·' . 
.. · ..... :, 
would. remain the same under th&· two illuminant Conditionse ,;,~:,/ ... : · 
. ~. . . ... ~ . 
. . . . . ~ . ' .. . H: • • _, 
. . . : ':. . .. 
1 . . . · ·: .'- -- .- However, the resul~s f·rom the previ-ous research attempts - .. 'I!.' . . --~ • • . I '• 
• • • • ,·_ I • ·, 
. ' ·. . . . . ' -
·.--
r 
' ha.ye not be.·en . adopted. for emp·ir·ic·al pr.e_,dict.ion at·. the. ind.ustri'al ·. 
· .. 
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level.· One.reason for this is that the various equations 
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1-i... . -· .-::.· .. :··::- predict different tri-s.timulus v'.alue"s·.~. The. colorma.~cher doa·s .. · 
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The intent of this present research is to determine empirical 
prediction equations based upon experimental conditions relevant 
to the real world a .··. A secondary purpose of this presentation is 
to examine the differences noted in the various prediction 
equations (Nickersono 1958)., It is highly likely· that t·he I 
. 
differential predictions arise .as a result of the differential 
.. ) 
experimental procedures ~mployed by the separate investigators. 
This presentation will note these methodological differences, ·· 
( . 
and attempt to discover what procedural variables influence the.· 
obtained results • . 
. /, .. --·-· ' 
• 
, , I .. 
· . ln order to develop a set ·of predictive 8qu8tions, it is 
. . .. . 
. . ' 




. - - .. . . . ' 
· ··~.:- .·-~--'-· necessary fo · dElfEIJ:'rilfl"le what · colors remain the same und~r the 
.,; ' - .· 
--·-··---· --- ... __ 
. .~· . . .. 
; .. ' ;· . . . . .. . . . : . . . :•·. . .. . .... . . . .. 
. , by the-'following s8ts of Bquations1 · •· . · · · , .· .. ·.· -.. · .·· ... · ·.·· .··.· :· ,- : · · . · ·::.:. · · ·. 
: . " • . . . . . . . . . . .• . . • ; . ·• . ·, : . . . . • . . . .· •• ' • . . : . .. i <-.... ·. _· . 
. . . i,.. .. ' '; . ~ • .:.~-. . ' .; • . .. ; ' .• ' . ·, ... : ~ 
. .. .· >, ;. . . . . : < . . :_; . ·. ' .. '., . . ... ,-'.:. :· ~ ·.( : , :. . . ~ . . . .· . : . . .. . . , 
. X ' .= a 11 X. < + a 1 2 Y + a 1 3 Z )i/. : . • , ·• : i. i '.,. : / : , .·, . . 
(\ ~ .. ' . . .. ~. <... .. . : ' ' ·- -. ;, . ~- '. ' .: ;· -.~··_·,~· . ·, . --... ,. . 1 •• 
y' .. :: a21 X + a22 y . ~. a 2:3Z ; .. .·· '.{.~,?> "'·' .' >. ·, -\i .. :. .: ' . :· . :.,_: . . •. f 
z' . = B31 X +. 832 V + 833Z ' . ,,t: '.\ ' . ··...• . (E q ...... 01>_.;,. ,~;-',··:':' ~ ... ; . 
.. ···-· .... , ..... ·····- ... :··-··•.--:.,:....._,_,.,.' . ·-···---~~~.---:--~~~-~'--,~->~:···:":~. ,.:~:··'. ••'>-'•'·~·;···· -~~~~~~· 
-~. 
.. 
: daylig~t and tungsten illumination 
. .. ... 
. ,· .. 
. . . ~, . ' . 
corlditiona, i.e.,·to identify '·: . =~ 
' ' I '" • • • ' •' • • .----:--._, __ ',_, 
.t', . . . . . ' .. . ':.. ,: . The tri stimulus vallyss · .::. ·,··: ·.: · --~ _i .:. , 
I' • • ' • • • ' 
• ·.· · -which. colors· display, "color constancy". 
~ . ·-
. . 
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- • i -
.,' -······ ~· =~L~1~- ~ a32Y +" 8 33Z + 83~ ' 
• . . . . I . . . . 
·•· '·", X •, Y', and z• repr~sent. th®\ triStiffllfh,1s values under one.·• / .. . . · ·. ·. · ·:· j 
• • • • • • . • • ,: • • . .:ii 
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4 
found to relate th.a daylight and tungsten tristimulus values, 
if tha appropriate primed and unprimed values known for are 
constant colorso The 
somehow these·· constant 
, 
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Several methods have been proposed for determining these ... 
constant colorso Helson (1938 0 1940 9 1943s 19470 1952) has 
employed a 08 memory method 00 o He required observers to memorize 
the relationships· and designation~ of the Munsell colorso UJhen 
... t,hey reached a satisfactory level of performance, they were " 
.requested to name Munsell samples pr~sented under· Macbeth Daylig~t. 
At a later time 0 they were given t~e same samples under tung~ 
sten light, and were requested to describe_ the apparent color 
-
in Munsell terminologye The differences between the daylight . . 
• d~signation and the turgsten ~asignation described the apparent ~\\ 
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Judd (with Helson and Warren, 1952) perfor)lled an ex_tensive ·. · . . ,.) \ · '<'· , 
• 
. --~--- post .hoc analysis. of the data gathered by this method. and. produced\-~··. ··: > -,-··,' ·_ ·, . ~·-·, ... / 
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6 
a daylight source; the other with a tungsten sourceo The observer 
·views one field with the left eye9 the other with the righte . ' -- . 
Within ·each field 1, a small (1° x 20) ·aperture upon wdich the 
stimulus lights are projected from bahinde fixation points 
·are provided in each field 0 on the ~ight side of the sample in 
the left .eyei;, and on the left side of the right eye sample" 1 -,\_ 
When the observer fuses these fixation points·9 the two stimulus 










adjust the variable color patch -of light in the left eye to . - ·. :,J!:. \tl 
The critical measure in. ·,, ·).>:; : •: .. --· · · ~1 match the standard.in the right eye, 
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. - ·.. ·, ~ '. ' .~ . 
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• · • • r · • ,' 
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of the order of some 20 just perceptible differencssoeeo ~ 
In general 0 their results were the· same as Helson°so · 
Burnham 0 Newhall and Evans made nti predictive equation~ 
from this datao 'However, Brew~r (1954) 0 using Burnhamo Evans 
and Newha11°s data 0 did produce a set of transformationso 
- The mathematical method he proposed is a 9-constant least 
squares solution to three simultaneous equation~. The 
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nine a1j coefficients shown in Iq. l are derived from appro-
.priata mult·iplication and summing of the primed and unprimed • I c ' 
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\ tristimulus values representing visual invariance. 
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', .. •. . ' his 1954 article. 
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a binocular matching taskp having the eyes differentially 
adapted 9 and had the observers select Munsell samples that 
matchedt~nder these two conditionso This is actually a short 
term memory method; the observers wer~ 1 permitted to view. 
V 
.. 
only one sample at a time with either eyao 
While Wassef produced no mathematical description of her 
.. results 9 Burnham (1959) examined her data in comparison to 
his earlier work. Wassef provided enough data for Burnham to 
·made prediction equations, ~nd he showed that with the excep-
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the same way to the illuminant 
differential adaptation of the 
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0 The other studies employed 
left and right eyese Table 1 
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Observers, 
Seven professional colormatchers participated in this 
researcho Since these men are accustomed to judging color 
swatches daily 0 it was thought that they would be more con-
sistent between and within themselves than non-professional· 
- '\ 
~bse~vers. furthermore 0 these colormatchers have~ language 
that shows. the necessary three dimensions of a color space, 
11 
. ,. , . . ' .· 
.. ;, -- ~ 
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. ; ., ' ' 
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~ ·, ·_ •·;, 
' . ' 
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. , . 
and are able to give descriptive adjectives of color shifts 
due to their long P,ractice in color judgment. The age of 
. ' . . ' . . the· observers ranged from 35 to 59 ~nd their years of experience i. . ; . •· · ; 
. _, ... _ J- : ' 
- , . 
. 
. .. .. . 
ranged from 13 to 39 years.~ 
Apparatus, 
' :.· ./.\., 1 
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.The.stimuli used·in this research ~onsisted of 264 samples 
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;.- . . . . 
·. · ... ·. . -·. · Cyanamid acrilic dyes • . The samples. measured two 
_ of -Creslan carpet mate·rial,. dyed with mixtures of· American 
. . --
. ' - . 
. . G 
. ·,. -__ .. _ ·,.- , .. ·.· ' -)f 
by i;hree inches:- (',_ · • · ·. · I 
i • , ·. - ·;' -.-.Y . ~ 
.. ·.> . _· and consisted of a f:ight weave fabric.· ab~~t· one quarter at an > . , · ?' . ( !l 
·· · · · ;;· _·:· ....... ·· ;c ·. · f/ 
.. inch thick. Th8 samp],es were arr~ng8d in "batches", ea~h · · . /< ·: ' · < ···.·~ 
. . . . . -· . . . . . . . . ' . : . : _:, - ·.. •s--·j 
· • · ·.· ·; _·_ ·. batch. containing ... a numbev of Samples ~w-ere i-'ntended to ..... · .: ;,::.~.· --~ -.: .· ·• ~-
.. ----... ,,_ -- . . . ... . . ..'. . . ·. - .- -. '-.- ... , . . .. ~ ........ _····-· ··-.-----" ,- ..... · c_ .. -.•. ::: • u 
... · , ____ , .. appear -the .. sam.t under· CI£ · source C •. lni tially, 26 · batcl,~s were-,---~~~: ·· .- ~-: . j 
-- -:.· .. _ ... · .. • r.1la-nnedi, ,re-present1r.-g -, i \le lllaJOl'-h~e;-and -th~ neutrals Of • ·_. ··.· .'-.c ,\_·. ( · j 
~ 
' l 
·· :. Munseil spac,~. at three levels of Value and lo.w ~:ntf •high levels ' .·2.-t·· - · 1 
... of. chroma,. if' possible.··. Due to :fhe. fac:t that certain hi9h-chr~ma. , . .··.· I .... ··:. . ................ .... ... . . l 
. . •.·:;-
- . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . 
colors could not be made ·with the available d.yes, only .18 batclii8S ·.·. . l 
.J ····· . . . _ .• -.. • . ·· .. .•. ,·.·.·,J 
. . . - -- --- ...... ,_cc-. -c ·--. :---------- - ·- . . - -: ' ' . . j. 
· .. : .. · Wer8 · fil1ally ptepat',d for .the· pres.ant· experiment. :-The Mrul'lseJl . ,~ L: J 
.': ....• ;: designation. of each ba~ch. and th~ ·!final numbef of sample9 1n .each. ' · ....... ·. ' .· ~ 
.11'1Tabla 2 andstili 
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2. SR 5/6 19 
5R 5/14 3 ... 
·, 
4. SR 8/2 ... .• 18 
-· 
s. SY 5/4 .... 19 
• 
SY 22 ,, 
_·;1' 
5/8 .\ 
7. SY 8/·6 ,~ 12· 
'-
a. SG ~ '. ·.17. . •, ·S/4 ; . ; . ' .... _ .. .. 
1 
....... 
I ~ • • • 9. SG 5/8 
·10. SG 8/2 
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The samples within a given batch were constructed to 
satisfy two criterias they should match each other as well as 
. possible under source C~ and be as different as possible under 
source Ao This can be done theoretically by computing all 
tho matches to a Munsell .chip that would be possible with a 
. given set of dyas0 Since all of these possibilities are tri- · 
,' 
', 
stimulus matches fdr source C by definitiOnt their chromaticity ·-· 
.. ~ 
coordinates under source A can be examined for change characte.r-/ ,,. 
isticso This permits an initial asse~sment of how the stimuli 
are distributed, and permits elimination of dyings that giV~ 
duplicate. points .in·· sou.re.a A space, thus reducing the number 
of dyings required. 
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II • ~ -• This process was done_ mathamatl~ally. The: re·f-lecta.nca (-:R)- .. :.· -:-~_:·~·.:··;·; .-
. . .. ., - . ~ . 
_: v~lues at sixte~n_ wa~~length~ ~f each oi the-26 M~nselli chips . . . . .. ~ . . . '. ' ~ • .. • - ,t . i : •• ·' ~ ,;:• . 
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··._haye ·been writte-n that·permit the calcul~tion of the concont~a- -.. ··>.::.-·.· .. :-:,,:: ... _·,,_: 
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progx:am used in· this r·.esearch ex~min~_d the sixteen R valu·es-< of. 
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·. · hi!Ve diff8rent .color properties ~~der scn,rce A.· ,.~e resUlt&nt . ;c i_, / 
· \.'_ • m~t'Che~i given by =;he. contpuJ,,1u· c~iormatching_ prqgr~m- w~~a ·.exa,ni~~d ii , .-.-_··. __ . ·_ 
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using the above criterii, and samples were selected that spread 
the .maximum amount in source A, matched as wall as possible in 
source C9 and avoided redundancy within a given batche These 
samples were prepared by the American Cyanamid Company at Bound 
Brook 0 New Jerseyo 
Color Eyep using the abridged spectrophotometric 






. --·- - . ;. sixteen wavelengthse All ffieasur8mants were made 
barium sulfate standard. The-reflect&nce curves 
against a ,.,. 
thus 0 given were 
. ' . 
then integrate~ for the four light sources co~sidered in this .·. 
" exp er imant a solilrce C, ~ sour&13' A, Macbeth-7500, and Macbath-2300 • · 
,Computed alcing with these setS of tristimulus ·val.Lies w'ere chro..;_. · · · ..... ; • ' ' ~- • f 
~aticity ~oordinates, and Ad~ms L, a, and b coordinates· for . . . . . ' . 
. . 
· Adam~ Chroma-tic Valt.ie. di8gram •. 
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the illumination provided by his awn Macbeth booth in his own 
laboratoryo It was assumed far this experiment that all of the factory calibrated booths were the same0 This is a reasonable 
assumption; if the illumination given by these booths varied 
between color laboratories, the color industry·would not rely 
on theme 
Procedure a 
. ' ·. ... .. 
, . 
. 
' . The obse_rver was handed a sample· and told to repo-rt the 
.direction and degree of color ·shift as ha changed the illumina~ 
.. tion from M-7500 to M-2300. The responses of the observer 
. . 
\ 




-, ' . , 
.• ~ ·_. ~ ' ' 
_, ·.•, ... __ 
• ,-7. were recorded in the- actual three dimensional~ langu~ge used by· - ;: .:_ ·,:_· .-- . 
. >"\ .. the colormatcha·r in his usual job situation. He ·would first name . .-- i .- _. . 






a hue shift~.th~n qualify it with an adjective, then)give a· ·. ' 
. . . . ' ~ 
b __ rightness. shift with an adjective,' an·d simil·arl.y report on : '. ':'.· .. _:··,_- ... ,..,.: ;'.. -· 
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shift~ in strength. These dimensions_ h"ave · been · di~cussed by 
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. ·<:. . . . ; - : ' f' ! ' > _ are -independent as·- far,·as th_e colOrm~tcher ,is conc
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e.rne1:i. Brtd >> :. • . fi 
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were not permitted to go back and review or change a prior decisiono 
16 
The experiment was designeq to be run with no experimenter present, althou~h he was ther~. for most of the trials to observe and record data. As the.trials progressed; the experimenter' discussed the ordering of the adjectives and the definitions of the dimensions used. A mutual understanding'of these res-
. . 
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~-. ' ' .,, : 





ponses was necessary for the data analysis. 






· .. ·. The rationale of the data analy_sis can best be justified. , · 
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'\ The invariant or , us8fu~ data . / i ·. · [j 
. :_ :', :;:, :;·> ·.·'.. '·.. rr 
is to discover i~variant samples. 
point in_a given batch is that sample which appears to flare • •• .• ·•· «· ·.,- ••.••• _ .• •. ·i:\1 
. . ' if ··~ .. ~ . N 
the least under the shift from .source C to source A. · ln .other · . /·<·· ·· j - . 
. . ; .. ··-.:-- ... f 
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.-· : • .. : for one sample, adjective ratings ~ere· ,given ·t.o' the ·color 
· change in hue, strength., and bfight'neSs dimensions. N~merical. · · ~-"~,;. · · I . . .-" . _ . . - .. . - . ~ 
.~ . · . f1 ·' 
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space can be ~epresented by a vector that is constructed from 
the N componentso This forms the basis for all color differ-
ence formulas in three dimensional spaceo It is 9 therefore, 
.reasonable that a vector could be constructed from the ranked 
rating in ths form ofs 
. ,(Eq. 5) 
where Vis an indication of the-total color difference of the 
given ~ample ~a~ed upon the hue shift, strength shift, and· 
br.ightnass snift. In sliort 0 · the three· responses to each sample 
·given by each colormatcher were assumed to be orthogo~al com-
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Variancee In this application 9 the 
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Friedman functions 
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The Friedman Analys.its indicated that .in 8 of the 18 
19 
batches 0 the observers agreed significantly as to how the samples 
should be differentiatede These significant batches (Batches 1 0 
2 0 5, 6 0 .7 0 15 9 16 0 and 17) provided the data from which pre~ 
dictive equations could b~ generatedo The other 10 batches were •f, 
del,eted f ram the study at this point. ·N° invariant samples , 
.. 
- ' 
. : • ~ l • 
could be selected on the basis of the colormatchers' reports. 
The lack of agreement also suggests·that these batches never 
had.an appropriat~ (constant)=·stimulus. 
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. -: . for the batches that were retained, t·he samples that .• received ·_. 
\ the lowest rating~.by the observers were chosen as ·the invariant. 
I 
- .. 
. ' . 
· or constant sti!'luli .... ~The observers were· seldom, un~nimo~s in· their , · .. ·• .. · 
' 
. 
· ChOiCS:'Of the ff best" Samp·le I but did ·cons.istentl y S8}8C-t Sample's 
· ·that were iM t~e a~m~ -general area of._color space. Since the 
-
_;, '. 
· ·source A and source C tristimulus values of th~se,.,"invariant samples. "· ·_ -. 
. 
. 
. :·' . 
had bee·n previously determined, it· was only necess.ary. to substi-: .··:_ · .. '·.:· :·. · 
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. --tute these prim~d and unprimed v.alues into the_ a,;>propri~te _,.. . . : .. ~ ~, I ' • • .,- ."1 - , ·,~- ' 
"-
. . ·, -·~ : - ,· .· . 
- _ equat·ions to determine new _ prediction equations based arr the · . _ · ·· __ .:/:;.-, ·; . : . • ' • • • - .. • Ip~ 
_· •• . '\.. 'l. 
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Both predictions state the same results, but the 12-constant 
za 2l! o0012Xc ~ o0096Y ? o2938Zc 
-. C 
equations are more precise. 
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' figures lo 2, and 3 displ~y the result~ of these 12-constant 
predictions. Also presented in these figures are the predictions 
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f IGURE 2 
Vectors in Adams Chromatic Value Space produced 
application of the present (P) predictions the t'J 
Evans and Newhall predictions and the 
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.. f I GURE 3 
Vectors in Adams Chromatic Value Space produced by the 







Evans and Newhall (8) predictions 0 
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empirical transform given by the source C and source A tristimc 
ulus valueso 
.. frorn these figures@ · .. several observations may be notedo (1) The present predictions are close to the empirical CIE tristimulus value ~redictions in all areas ·of color spaceo 
. . (2). The Judd-Helson vectors are 0 in gensral 0 closer in 
agreement in terms of vector length to the present results than to the 8.:.3£-N predictions~ ·. 
• (3) · The a ... E .. N predictions give in all cases the longest- __ :··-_-.... ··· -
., 
. . ' ' . ...-.{;. " . 
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'• >• A 
• ,_,. 
-,~-.-··-·:· ·.:. -- .level increases from 2/ t-o 8/. •• . ' ' . • l 
• 
,, ... ,1,.,, 
-
- ' 
. ~ ,- , . ' 
. . . ' ~ . ': . 
- - .. • . ' (5) ·No definit!Ve cOnclusiOn·S may b& made on the diffei:-· ·J,,.· .. 
.•.. 
· - . :--: <. ences ·111 -vector dire.ct ion. 
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~- A1·1 indications point .to the fa~t that the Judd--Helson 
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DISCUSSION 
The analyses demonstrate that there is a marked coincidence 
between the present study and past research, in spite of the 
fact that the present procedure represents a departure from the 
•' . 
traditional methods© This coincidence may be viewed in opposite 
ways o It is gratifying to note that the aa artificial 00 situation 
used in the 8-E~N and Helson studies agrees with empirical data0 
'-·,-._ On the other hand 9 this data may be taken to show how well the 
colormatchers 9 in t~eir 00 arttficial~ viewing situation of rapidly 








- ' tro1·1ed scientific methods. ~hile different~al predictions do . . 
". 
, ..... exist 0 the discrepancies between them are not as significant· " • • I • ' • -< 
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·/· ,.:-~. are also interesting. As noted in the introduc·tion, th·ese 
· · , : .. _ differential predictions -might be expec·ted since th~ various 
· experime.ntal procedures. were· differen~. The ba.sic methodologica_l'. :,-·. _:.··.::.\ ... :· 
' . . ~ 
..... : .,·. differenc~s have been noted and' s~mmarize·d in Ta~le 1.· IAlassef '.,',·:··) .:: J 
lj · ·. · · •. · ( 1955) i ~_ ,included iri f h~s methcidological c.ompar ison sf:nce, •·.. ___ • -:L :: .• ;_ ,. _./ '·f: 
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! Newh·all, she employed. a ~.lightly different technique. In terms -i ·,: .· .:'. · . : . . .. ; . . . 
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· .. · .. ·· uses·• very . incomplete_. adaptati,oo , •• rear.~8mp:tes, and· a norffl~l 0-·-:-r .. ·•-··· ,.--·-.·····--J 
· .. : binocular view in9 si tuat.ion. . .·. . · .•. _. . . (. · \ ·· ,: --'~· > : ·. . : _;;: }- '.i . i ... . < [i 
.• • • >. 
L, 
r, . It was initially Supposed that ·mElJOl' differences !°rl pre.." : ·-... -. ;.,, Ji . . . . . ·- . .. . . .:~· .. -~·-:: . . . . . '.·. ' . :. ·._ . . . . ·.; . . . . ; ; l';" 
'dictions would ·develop, becau~e Of differential: degE'Ses of> 
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29 
adaptationo However, Observation 2 indicates that this 
is not the caaea the Judd-Helson vector lengths agree well 
with the present. data o If degree of adaptation produced 
differential results, Helson would be expected to egres 
almost complete adaptation to the viewing sourcao 
If ·1t is thus assumed that the vector lengths are not 
affected by the adaptation state 0 then possibly the .-
. 
differences between real samples and aperture colors may. 
be producing these magnitude effects~ It has been realized. 
• ' i .• #' 
... ,. 
. ·' . 
. · ' ·,: 
since the research of feldman and Weld (1935) that con-
,- '/ '• ~ I,.;, . l ! • 
.. ' 
, - . ' " , 
. I 
. . ' 
; _.,- ~ :.-~= _, - .\ stancies operate more. strong! y on real colors than on ~ . ' . . ' 
' . 
. . 
: '•. , 
• I • • • • ~ . 
• \. • • ~ , • • " I 
···, .- . ' 
,I' 
-perture or film colors~ However, ~assef employed real 
... 
samples, Munsell chips, and prodbced results simila ~ 
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. ' . 
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,' ' , ' .. ',, 
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' . . 
.. those ·of Burnham, E~ans,.and Newhall. Table 1 dic~tes. · ....... '_ ',' . ' . ..·~ . . . . 
: .- .. ·,. ' ... ·- ... 
·_ .... ,,, ; ' 
.. 
• • • • •• < , •• • 
L 
. (: ·:' ·:·.· :'···_ ... that IAlassef. s research procedure 
- -- .- _. -w-, - - --·· 
. . 
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30 
produce the observed difference in color shift predictionse 
If binocular interaction occurred between the blue adapted 
and yellow adapted eyes of the 8-E~N observer 0 or if there 
was color rivalry 0 there would be a reasonable quasti\n as 
to the .soundness of their datao Wassef 0· in a pilot study 0 
discovered that the· state of adaptation of one eye had an 
effect on the other eyes although she decided that the 
effect was minimal, it was significant at a few wavelengths, 
Aguilar and Solis (i951) have produced similar resultse 
is known that interaction ·does o,;:cur .in binocular brightness 
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prior to the 31 actual formulation of a In principlee thase equations may be viewed as a valuable tool for saving effort on part of the colormatcher for improving the quality 
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